Corporate gifts are the perfect opportunity to show appreciation, reward trust or foster encouragement for any business occasion. Due to varying individual preferences, it can be difficult to identify an appropriate business gift, but thanks to Montblanc products being an inspirational gift in corporate environments, there’s a solution at hand. Be it company anniversaries, important milestones, sales incentives or loyalty and reward programmes, Montblanc gifts make the occasion meaningful, ensuring the gift becomes a lifelong memory for the recipient. Gifts can be personalised for that extra thoughtful touch so each product is tailored to either the occasion or the recipient’s unique character.
Today, the workplace comes in all shapes and sizes, bright and full of life. It is a place of personal development. It is a place to meet like-minded people and pursue a vision together. Show colleagues and business partners your appreciation in an incomparable way: with a gift from Montblanc. For all those recipients who value expressing their personality, there is a variety of Montblanc Collections to choose from. The broad range of Montblanc products are not only culturally appropriate, but also combine both classic aesthetics and cutting-edge design with functional benefits. This allows the gifts to become daily companions in the recipient’s routine.
Writing Instruments

**StarWalker Precious Resin Fountain Pen**
- Writing System: Cartridge Fountain Pen
- Barrel: Black precious resin
- Cap: Black precious resin
- Trim: Platinum-coated fittings
- Clip: Platinum-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
- Personalisation: Engraving
- Ident No.: 118845

**StarWalker Precious Resin Fineliner**
- Writing System: Fineliner
- Barrel: Black precious resin
- Cap: Black precious resin
- Trim: Platinum-coated fittings
- Clip: Platinum-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
- Personalisation: Engraving
- Ident No.: 118847

**StarWalker Precious Resin Ballpoint Pen**
- Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
- Barrel: Black precious resin
- Trim: Platinum-coated fittings
- Clip: Platinum-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
- Personalisation: Engraving
- Ident No.: 118848

**StarWalker Doué Fineliner**
- Writing System: Fineliner
- Barrel: Black precious resin
- Cap: Platinum-coated
- Trim: Platinum-coated fittings
- Clip: Platinum-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
- Personalisation: Engraving
- Ident No.: 118872

**StarWalker Doué Ballpoint Pen**
- Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
- Barrel: Black precious resin
- Trim: Platinum-coated fittings
- Clip: Platinum-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
- Personalisation: Engraving
- Ident No.: 118873

**StarWalker Metal Ballpoint Pen**
- Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
- Barrel: Platinum-coated
- Trim: Platinum-coated fittings
- Clip: Platinum-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
- Personalisation: Engraving
- Ident No.: 118877
Writing Instruments

Meisterstück Precious Resin – Platinum-Coated 149 Fountain Pen
Writing System: Piston Fountain Pen
Nib: Hand-crafted Au750/18 K gold nib with rhodium-coated inlay
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three platinum-coated rings embossed with Montblanc brand name
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 114229

Meisterstück Precious Resin – Gold-Coated LeGrand Rollerball
Writing System: Rollerball LeGrand
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three gold-coated rings embossed with Montblanc brand name
Clip: Gold-coated clip with individual serial number
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 11402

Meisterstück Precious Resin – Rose Gold-Coated LeGrand Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three rose gold-coated rings embossed with Montblanc brand name
Clip: Rose gold-coated clip with individual serial number
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 112673

Meisterstück Precious Resin – Platinum-Coated Classique Fountain Pen
Writing System: Fountain Pen with piston converter
Nib: Hand-crafted Au585/14 K gold nib with rhodium-coated inlay
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three platinum-coated rings embossed with Montblanc brand name
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 106522

Meisterstück Precious Resin – Gold-Coated Classique Rollerball
Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three gold-coated rings embossed with Montblanc brand name
Clip: Gold-coated clip with individual serial number
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 12890

Meisterstück Precious Resin – Rose Gold-Coated Classique Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three rose gold-coated rings embossed with Montblanc brand name
Clip: Rose gold-coated clip with individual serial number
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 112679
Writing Instruments

Montblanc M (RED) Rollerball
Writing System: Capless Rollerball
Barrel: Red precious resin inlaid with Montblanc emblems on “plateau”
Cap: Red precious resin inlaid with Montblanc emblems
Trim: Ruthenium-coated forepart, engraved with “Montblanc” lettering
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 117599
Additional Colours: Ident No.: 117148 Black
€5 from every purchase of the Montblanc M (RED) collection will go to the Global Fund to fight AIDS with (RED).

Montblanc M Black Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious resin inlaid with Montblanc emblems on “plateau”
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with Montblanc emblems
Trim: Ruthenium-coated forepart, engraved with “Montblanc” lettering
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 117149
Additional Colours: Ident No.: 117601 Red

PIX Orange Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Orange precious resin
Cap: Orange precious resin
Trim: Gold-coated
Clip: Gold-coated
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 119903
Additional Colours: Ident No.: 117659 White

PIX Blue Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Blue precious resin
Cap: Blue precious resin
Trim: Platinum-coated
Clip: Platinum-coated
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 114810
Additional Colours: Ident No.: 114797 Black

PIX Black Rollerball
Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin
Trim: Platinum-coated
Clip: Platinum-coated
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 114796
Additional Colours: Ident No.: 117658 White with gold-coated trim and clip
Ident No.: 119902 Orange with gold-coated trim and clip

Ident No.: 117657 Red
Augmented Paper

Augmented Paper + Urban Spirit Black
- Function: Smartpad
- Leather: Italian full-grain cowhide
- Writing Instrument: StarWalker Ballpoint Pen
- Closure: Envelope with magnetic closure
- Dimensions: A5
- Devices: iOS and Android devices
- App: Montblanc Hub
- Personalisation: Embossing
- Ident No.: 123676

Augmented Paper Sartorial Red
- Function: Smartpad
- Leather: Italian split calfskin with Saffiano print
- Writing Instrument: StarWalker Ballpoint Pen
- Closure: Envelope with magnetic closure
- Dimensions: A5
- Devices: iOS and Android devices
- App: Montblanc Hub
- Personalisation: Embossing
- Ident No.: 123664

Augmented Paper Urban Spirit Black
- Function: Smartpad
- Leather: Italian full-grain cowhide
- Writing Instrument: StarWalker Ballpoint Pen
- Closure: Envelope with magnetic closure
- Dimensions: A5
- Devices: iOS and Android devices
- App: Montblanc Hub
- Personalisation: Embossing
- Ident No.: 123663 Blue
**Business Bags and Wallets**

**Montblanc Sartorial Jet Document Case Slim**
- Material: Combination of nylon fabric and Italian split calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
- Closure/Lock: Zip
- Pockets: 1 main compartment, zipped front pocket
- Interior Organisation: Padded compartment for laptop up to 13" (L 33 × H 22 cm), 1 zipped pocket, 2 mobile phone pockets, 3 writing instrument loops
- Leather Colour: Black
- Strap: Adjustable and detachable branded nylon strap
- Dimensions: 39 × 28 × 7 cm
- Ident No.: 116792
- Additional Colours: Black

**Montblanc Sartorial Document Case UltraSlim**
- Material: Italian split calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
- Closure/Lock: Metal zip
- Pockets: 1 main compartment, 1 open front pocket
- Interior Organisation: Loops for 2 writing instruments, compartment for phone cases, zipped compartment
- Leather Colour: Indigo
- Strap: Detachable and adjustable shoulder strap
- Dimensions: 37 × 27 × 4 cm
- Ident No.: 118690
- Additional Colours: Black

**Meisterstück Portfolio with ap**
- Material: Italian full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome tanned, dyed through
- Closure/Lock: Metal zip
- Pockets: 1 main compartment
- Interior Organisation: 2 writing instrument loops
- Leather Colour: Black
- Dimensions: 35 × 25 × 1.5 cm
- Ident No.: 114519

**Meisterstück Wallet 6cc**
- Material: Italian full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome tanned, dyed through
- Interior Organisation: 8 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments for banknotes, 2 additional pockets
- Leather Colour: Navy
- Dimensions: 11.5 × 8.5 cm
- Personalisation: Embossing
- Ident No.: 114542
- Additional Colours: Black

**Montblanc Sartorial Wallet 8cc**
- Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
- Interior Organisation: 8 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments for banknotes, 2 additional pockets
- Leather Colour: Black
- Dimensions: 11.5 × 9.5 cm
- Personalisation: Embossing
- Ident No.: 113211

**4810 Westside Wallet 6cc**
- Material: Italian full-grain cowhide with subtle print and fine rare finish, chrome-tanned, dyed through
- Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments for banknotes, 4 additional pockets
- Leather Colour: Black
- Dimensions: 11 × 8 cm
- Personalisation: Embossing
- Ident No.: 114686
- Additional Colours: Black
Montblanc Business Line, 30 mm
Horseshoe Shiny Palladium-Coated Pin Buckle

Shape: Horseshoe
Mechanism: Easy-to-open mechanism to adjust strap length
Material Strap: Reversible black/brown calfskin leather strap, chrome-tanned
Coating: Palladium-coated
Stap length and width: 120 × 3 cm
Finish: Shiny
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 38157

Montblanc Business Line, 30 mm
Rectangular Shiny Wave Palladium-Coated Pin Buckle

Shape: Rectangular with small wave-motif at sides
Mechanism: Easy-to-open mechanism to adjust strap length
Material Strap: Reversible black/brown calfskin leather strap, chrome-tanned
Coating: Palladium-coated
Stap length and width: 120 × 3 cm
Finish: Shiny
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 09774

Montblanc Business Line 30 mm
Horseshoe Shiny Stainless Steel Pin Buckle

Shape: Horseshoe
Mechanism: Easy-to-open new mechanism to adjust strap length
Material Strap: Reversible black/brown saffiano-printed chrome-tanned calfskin leather strap
Stap length and width: 120 × 3 cm
Finish: Shiny
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 113834

Men’s Accessories
Cufflinks

Cufflinks, round in stainless steel, Montblanc engraved and black onyx
Material: Stainless steel
Measurements: Diameter: ~ 16 mm
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 112896

Men’s Accessories
Cufflinks

Meisterstück Cufflinks in stainless steel with blue hexagonal patterned lacquer inlay
Material: Stainless steel
Other Material: Blue lacquer
Measurements: Diameter: ~ 16 mm
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 112904

Men’s Accessories
Cufflinks

StarWalker Cufflinks, round in stainless steel with illuminating Montblanc emblem
Material: Stainless steel
Other Material: Resin
Measurements: Diameter: ~ 16 mm
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 123799
Everyone who likes to travel likes it to be as easy as possible. Whether it’s for business or pleasure, Montblanc products are the ideal travel companions, making them stylish and functional business gifts. One example of the intersection of style and function is the new #MY4810 Trolley. Featuring ultra-quiet wheels and lightweight materials, this trolley is an elegant gift for the style-conscious traveller, making travel as easy as it can be.
**Trolleys and Travel Bags**

**My Montblanc Nightflight Trolley Cabin Compact 4 Wheels**
- **Material:** High performance polycarbonate with soft leather detailing
- **Closure/Lock:** 2 zips with TSA lock
- **Pockets:** 3 main compartments
- **Interior Organisation:** Spacious compartment for clothes with adjustable straps and zip closure, 1 large flat zipped pocket, compartment for clothes with zip closure, 1 medium and 1 small flat zipped pockets and business card pocket
- **Additional Characteristics:** 4 quiet-running ball-bearing wheels, robust wheel case with aluminium trim, stable multi-length bar extensions with multi-stop system, comfortable leather handle on top, luggage tag and personalisation tag in three colours (black, blue, red)
- **Dimensions:** 31 x 53 x 23 cm
- **Personalisation:** 3D engraving
- **Ident No.:** H146468_P213038

**My Montblanc Nightflight Trolley Cabin With Pocket 4 Wheels**
- **Material:** High performance polycarbonate with soft leather detailing
- **Closure/Lock:** 2 zips with TSA lock
- **Pockets:** 3 main compartments, front pocket
- **Interior Organisation:** Spacious compartment for clothes with adjustable straps and zip closure, 1 large flat zipped pocket, compartment for clothes with zip closure, 1 medium and 1 small flat zipped pockets and business card pocket
- **Additional Characteristics:** 4 quiet-running ball-bearing wheels, robust wheel case with aluminium trim, stable multi-length bar extensions with multi-stop system, comfortable leather handle on top, luggage tag and personalisation tag in three colours (black, blue, red)
- **Dimensions:** 36 x 51 x 23 cm
- **Personalisation:** 3D engraving
- **Ident No.:** H147829

**My Montblanc Nightflight Duffle Large With 2 Front Pockets**
- **Material:** Polyester with fine rib structure, resist to stains, water and scratches, voyage-proofed, combined with soft leather, chrome-tanned, dyed through
- **Closure/Lock:** Zip
- **Pockets:** 1 main compartment, 1 large and 2 small zippered pockets, 2 mobile phone pockets, 1 top pocket
- **Interior Organisation:** 1 large padded zippered pocket, 2 mobile phone pockets, 1 top pocket
- **Additional Characteristics:** Retractable badge tag, personalisation tag in three colours (black, blue, red)
- **Dimensions:** 39 x 30 x 5.5 cm
- **Personalisation:** 3D engraving
- **Ident No.:** H146362

**My Montblanc Nightflight Document Case Slim**
- **Material:** Polyester with fine rib structure, resist to stains, water and scratches, voyage-proofed, combined with soft leather, chrome-tanned, dyed through
- **Closure/Lock:** Zip
- **Pockets:** 1 main compartment, 1 front zippered pocket with key lace with hook, 2 additional pockets and 2 mini documents loops
- **Interior Organisation:** 1 main compartment
- **Additional Characteristics:** Chrome-tanned, dyed through
- **Dimensions:** 24 x 41 x 20 cm
- **Personalisation:** 3D engraving
- **Ident No.:** H147505

**My Montblanc Nightflight Envelope Bag With Gusset**
- **Material:** Polyester with fine rib structure, resist to stains, water and scratches, voyage-proofed, combined with soft leather, chrome-tanned, dyed through
- **Closure/Lock:** Zip
- **Pockets:** 1 main compartment, 1 front zippered pocket with key lace with hook
- **Interior Organisation:** 1 unfolded gusseted pocket
- **Additional Characteristics:** Chrome-tanned, dyed through
- **Dimensions:** 24 x 21 x 7 cm
- **Personalisation:** 3D engraving and adjustable branded shoulder strap
- **Ident No.:** H147504

---

**My Montblanc Nightflight**
- **Trolley and Travel Bags**
- **Ident No.:**
- **Additional Colours:**
- **Personalisation:**
- **Dimensions:**
- **Colour:**
- **Additional Characteristics:**
  - flat zipped pockets and business card pocket
  - adjustable straps and zip closure, 1 large flat zipped pocket,
  - luggage tag and personalisation tag in three colours (black, blue, red)
  - 4 quiet-running ball-bearing wheels, robust wheel case with aluminium trim, stable multi-length bar extensions with multi-stop system, comfortable leather handle on top, luggage tag and personalisation tag in three colours (black, blue, red)

---

**My Montblanc Nightflight**
- **Trolley and Travel Bags**
- **Ident No.:**
- **Additional Colours:**
- **Personalisation:**
- **Dimensions:**
- **Colour:**
- **Additional Characteristics:**
  - flat zipped pockets and business card pocket
  - adjustable straps and zip closure, 1 large flat zipped pocket,
  - luggage tag and personalisation tag in three colours (black, blue, red)
  - 4 quiet-running ball-bearing wheels, robust wheel case with aluminium trim, stable multi-length bar extensions with multi-stop system, comfortable leather handle on top, luggage tag and personalisation tag in three colours (black, blue, red)

---

**My Montblanc Nightflight**
- **Trolley and Travel Bags**
- **Ident No.:**
- **Additional Colours:**
- **Personalisation:**
- **Dimensions:**
- **Colour:**
- **Additional Characteristics:**
  - flat zipped pockets and business card pocket
  - adjustable straps and zip closure, 1 large flat zipped pocket,
  - luggage tag and personalisation tag in three colours (black, blue, red)
  - 4 quiet-running ball-bearing wheels, robust wheel case with aluminium trim, stable multi-length bar extensions with multi-stop system, comfortable leather handle on top, luggage tag and personalisation tag in three colours (black, blue, red)
My Montblanc Nightflight Backpack Medium
Material: Nylon fabric with fine rib structure, resistant to stains, water and scratches, voyage-proofed, combined with soft leather, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Closure/Lock: Zip
Pockets: 2 main compartments, 1 zipped front pocket, 1 lateral zipped pocket on each side, 1 zipped pocket on the back
Interior Organisation: Compartment for laptop up to 13” (L 33 × H 22 cm), 1 zipped pocket, 2 open pockets, 2 mobile phone pockets, 3 writing instruments
Additional Characteristics: Satelite system, retractable badge tag, personalisation tag in three colours (black, blue, red). This product features Montblanc shield technology, which is incorporated in the gold-coloured lining of a hidden pocket and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 35 × 42 × 12 cm
Ident No.: 119048

Montblanc Sartorial Backpack Small
Material: Italian split calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, soft saffiano print
Closure/Lock: Zip
Pockets: 3 main compartments, 1 zipped front pocket
Interior Organisation: Compartment for laptop up to 13” (L 33 × H 22 cm), 2 mobile phone pockets, 1 padded laptop pocket, 1 padded laptop pocket, 1 zipped pocket, 1 zipped pocket, 2 writing instruments
Additional Characteristics: Satellite system, comfortable leather handles
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 28 × 39 × 17 cm
Ident No.: 114584

Montblanc Extreme 2.0 Backpack Small
Material: Italian split calfskin, chrome-tanned, plain and with carbon fibre print
Closure/Lock: Zip
Pockets: 3 main compartments
Interior Organisation: Padded compartment for laptop up to 13” (L 33 × H 22 cm), 2 mobile phone pockets, 1 padded open pocket, 1 zipped pocket, 3 writing instrument loops
Additional Characteristics: Satellite system
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 27.5 × 40 × 14 cm
Ident No.: 123937

Montblanc Extreme 2.0 Passport Holder
Material: Combination of Italian split calfskin and full-grain calf skin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with carbon fibre print
Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, additional pocket
Additional Characteristics: This product features the Montblanc shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Dimensions: 10 × 14 × 1.5 cm
Leather Colour: Black
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 123953

Meisterstück Passport Holder International
Material: European full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through, soft saffiano print
Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, additional pocket
Additional Characteristics: This product features Montblanc shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm
Leather Colour: Black
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 35285

Montblanc Sartorial Passport Holder
Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, soft saffiano print
Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, 3 pockets for credit cards
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm
Leather Colour: Indigo
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 113234

Montblanc Sartorial Passport Holder
Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, soft saffiano print
Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, 3 pockets for credit cards
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm
Leather Colour: Black
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 113232

Montblanc Meisterstück Passport Holder
Material: European full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through, soft saffiano print
Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, additional pocket
Additional Characteristics: This product features Montblanc shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm
Leather Colour: Black
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 114573

Montblanc Meisterstück Passport Holder
Material: European full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through, soft saffiano print
Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, additional pocket
Additional Characteristics: This product features Montblanc shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm
Leather Colour: Black
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 123953

Montblanc Meisterstück Passport Holder
Material: European full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through, soft saffiano print
Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, additional pocket
Additional Characteristics: This product features Montblanc shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm
Leather Colour: Black
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 123953

Montblanc Meisterstück Passport Holder
Material: European full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through, soft saffiano print
Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, additional pocket
Additional Characteristics: This product features Montblanc shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm
Leather Colour: Black
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 123953
Travel Pouches and Wash Bags

My Montblanc Nightflight
Travel Companion
Material: Nylon fabric with fine rib structure, resistant to stains, water and scratches, chrome-tanned, dyed through, combined with soft leather.
Closure/Lock: Zip
Pockets: 2 main compartments
Interior Organisation: Pocket for mobile phone (8 × 16 × 2 cm), 1 writing instrument loop, 35 credit card slots and flight ticket pocket; 2 compartments for banknotes, 2 additional pockets, 1 zipped pocket
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 23 × 13 × 4 cm
Ident No.: 118256

My Montblanc Nightflight
Tech Pouch
Material: Nylon fabric with fine rib structure, resistant to stains, water and scratches, chrome-tanned, combined with soft leather, chrome-tanned, dyed through.
Closure/Lock: Zip
Pockets: 1 main compartment
Interior Organisation: 2 open pockets
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 27 × 8 × 6.5 cm
Ident No.: 118407

My Montblanc Nightflight
Wash Bag with 2 Zips
Material: Nylon fabric with fine rib structure, resistant to stains, water and scratches, chrome-tanned, dyed through, combined with soft leather, chrome-tanned, dyed through.
Closure/Lock: Zip
Pockets: 2 main compartments
Interior Organisation: 1 open pocket for each compartment
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 29 × 14 × 12 cm
Ident No.: 118267

My Montblanc Nightflight
Liquid Flight Bag
Material: Clear PVC foil
Closure/Lock: Zip
Pockets: 1 main compartment
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 20 × 13.5 × 6.5 cm
Ident No.: 118266

Montblanc Sartorial Jet
Pouch Medium
Material: Combination of nylon fabric and Italian split calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Closure/Lock: Zip
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 18 × 13 × 9 cm
Ident No.: 116806
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 118388 Blue

Montblanc Sartorial
Vanity Bag Large
Material: Italian split calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Closure/Lock: Zip
Leather Colour: Red
Dimensions: 18.5 × 11 × 7 cm
Ident No.: 116763
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116761 Black
Ident No.: 116762 Indigo
Gifts for a Special Occasion

Happy 106th anniversary!

Paula
The true value of a gift lies in its meaning. From a company milestone or important business deal to an anniversary, special occasions should be marked with special gifts that pay tribute to the meaning behind these occasions. Highlighting the value of achievement, Montblanc writing instruments stand out, just like the gift recipient. The timepieces crafted with high precision at the Montblanc manufacture in Switzerland celebrate employee jubilees or act as a fitting ‘thank you’ for clients. These gifts from Montblanc therefore make any special occasion all the more meaningful.

Montblanc gifts are representative of the meaning behind any special business occasion.
Montblanc Bohème Collection
Automatic Date, 30 mm

Movement type: Automatic
Calibre: MB 24.14
Indications: Hours – minutes – seconds – date
Case: Stainless steel
Case back: Sapphire crystal case back
Dial: Silver-white guilloché dial with black Arabic numerals and 8 diamonds (~0.046 ct)
Hands: Blued steel feuille and baton hands
Depth: 5.5 mm
Strap: Alligator-skin strap
Water-resistance: 3 bar (30 m)
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No. 111055

Montblanc Bohème Collection
Automatic Date
Calibre: MB 24.14
Indications: Hours – minutes – seconds – date
Case: Stainless steel
Case back: Sapphire crystal case back
Dial: Silver-white guilloché dial with black Arabic numerals and 8 diamonds (~0.052 ct)
Hands: Blued steel feuille and baton hands
Depth: 5.35 mm
Strap: Stainless steel
Water-resistance: 3 bar (30 m)
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No. 116498

Montblanc Bohème Collection
Day & Night

Movement type: Automatic
Calibre: MB 24.15
Indications: Hours – minutes – seconds – date – Day & Night display
Case: Stainless steel
Case back: Sapphire crystal case back
Dial: Silver-white guilloché dial with black Arabic numerals and 8 diamonds (~0.046 ct)
Hands: Blued steel feuille and baton hands
Depth: 5.41 mm
Strap: Alligator-skin strap
Water-resistance: 3 bar (30 m)
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No. 114730
Men's Watches

Montblanc Star Legacy Collection
Automatic Date

Movement type: Automatic
Calibre: MB 26.17
Indications: Hours – minutes – seconds – date
Case: Stainless steel
Case back: Sapphire crystal case back
Dial: Silver dial with black Arabic numerals
Hands: Blue feuille and baton hands
Dimensions: 42 mm; 9.58 mm
Water-resistance: 3 bar (30 m)
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 116522

Montblanc Star Legacy Collection
Automatic Date

Movement type: Automatic
Calibre: MB 26.17
Indications: Hours – minutes – seconds – date
Case: Stainless steel
Case back: Sapphire crystal case back
Dial: Silver dial with black Arabic numerals
Hands: Blue feuille and baton hands
Dimensions: 39 mm; 9.35 mm
Water-resistance: 3 bar (30 m)
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 116511

Montblanc Tradition Collection
Automatic Date

Movement type: Automatic
Calibre: MB 26.17
Indications: Hours – minutes – seconds – date
Case: Stainless steel
Case back: Sapphire crystal case back
Dial: White dial with black Roman numerals
Hands: Rhodium-coated feuille and baton hands
Dimensions: 40 mm; 8.50 mm
Water-resistance: 3 bar (30 m)
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 112610

Montblanc Tradition Collection
Automatic Date

Movement type: Automatic
Calibre: MB 26.17
Indications: Hours – minutes – seconds – date
Case: Stainless steel
Case back: Sapphire crystal case back
Dial: White dial with black Roman numerals
Hands: Rhodium-coated feuille and baton hands
Dimensions: 40 mm; 8.50 mm
Water-resistance: 3 bar (30 m)
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 116482

Montblanc Tradition Collection
Automatic Date

Movement type: Automatic
Calibre: MB 26.17
Indications: Hours – minutes – seconds – date
Case: Stainless steel
Case back: Sapphire crystal case back
Dial: Black dial with rhodium-coated Roman numerals
Hands: Rhodium-coated feuille and baton hands
Dimensions: 40 mm; 8.5 mm
Water-resistance: 3 bar (30 m)
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 112609
Montblanc Summit 2
Summit 2 Bicolour Steel and Leather

Function: Smartwatch
Material: Stainless Steel
Connectivity/Sensor: Bluetooth 4.2, Wi-Fi (802.11b/g/n 2.4 GHz), GPS, NFC payment, heart rate
Compatibility: iOS 9.3+ and Android 4.4+ (excluding Go edition)
Strap: Calfskin
Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.3 mm
Water resistant: 5 atm (50 m)
Ident No.: 119439

Montblanc Summit 2
Summit 2 Steel and Leather

Function: Smartwatch
Material: Stainless Steel
Connectivity/Sensor: Bluetooth 4.2, Wi-Fi (802.11b/g/n 2.4 GHz), GPS, NFC payment, heart rate
Compatibility: iOS 9.3+ and Android 4.4+ (excluding Go edition)
Strap: Calfskin
Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.3 mm
Water resistant: 5 atm (50 m)
Ident No.: 119440

Montblanc Summit 2
Summit 2 Titanium and Rubber

Function: Smartwatch
Material: Titanium Grade 2
Connectivity/Sensor: Bluetooth 4.2, Wi-Fi (802.11b/g/n 2.4 GHz), GPS, NFC payment, heart rate
Compatibility: iOS 9.3+ and Android 4.4+ (excluding Go edition)
Strap: Rubber
Dimensions: 42 mm; 14.3 mm
Water resistant: 5 atm (50 m)
Ident No.: 119441
Writing Instruments

Meisterstück Solitaire Doué Blue Hour
Classique Fountain Pen
Writing System: Fountain Pen with piston converter
Nib: Hand-crafted Au750/18 K gold nib, rhodium-coated, with special design
Barrel: Engraved hexagon pattern, coated with blue lacquer
Cap: Platinum-coated, inlaid with Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three platinum-coated rings embossed with Montblanc brand name
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 112893

Meisterstück Solitaire Doué Blue Hour
Classique Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Engraved hexagon pattern, coated with blue lacquer
Cap: Platinum-coated, inlaid with Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three platinum-coated rings embossed with Montblanc brand name
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 112895

Montblanc Muses Marilyn Monroe™ Special Edition
Rollerball
Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Red precious resin
Cap: Red precious resin
Trim: Champagne tone gold-coated trim
Clip: Champagne tone gold-coated clip with pearl
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 116067

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 117885 Pearl

Montblanc Muses Marilyn Monroe™ Special Edition
Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: White precious resin
Cap: White precious resin
Trim: Rose gold-coated fittings
Clip: Rose gold-coated, set with a pearl
Personalisation: Engraving
Ident No.: 117886

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116068 Red

Marilyn Monroe™; Rights of Publicity and Persona Rights are used
with permission of The Estate of Marilyn Monroe LLC. marilynmonroe.com
Gift Sets

Gift Set with Meisterstück Classique Platinum Ballpoint and Notebook #146 Technicolor Blue

The Meisterstück Classique in deep black precious resin with elegant platinum-coated details, surmounted by the white Montblanc emblem, evolves into a distinctive design icon. Exclusively packed as a set with Fine Stationery Notebook #146 in bright Technicolor Blue. All Fine Stationery products are manufactured in Italy, crafted with fine Saffiano leather and high-quality 85g/m² paper stock. It contains 96 pages, consequently with the Montblanc emblem.

Dimensions: 150 × 210 mm.
Personalisation: Engraving/Embossing
Item No.: 124172

Gift Set with Meisterstück Classique Platinum Rollerball and Business Card Holder with Gusset

The Meisterstück Classique in deep black precious resin with elegant platinum-coated details, surmounted by the white Montblanc emblem, evolves into a distinctive design icon. Exclusively packed as a set with a business card holder with gusset, it’s made of black European full-grain cowhide with the Montblanc deep shine, jacquard lining with the Montblanc brand name, and a Montblanc emblem with a palladium-coated ring, with a spacious gusset for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, 2 additional pockets and a back pocket.

Personalisation: Engraving/Embossing
Item No.: 118907

Gift Set with PIX Black Rollerball and Meisterstück Passport Holder

The Montblanc Pix Collection Rollerball in deep black precious resin with elegant platinum-coated fittings and Montblanc emblem on cap top. Exclusively packed as a set with a Meisterstück Passport Holder made of black European cowhide.

Personalisation: Engraving/Embossing
Item No.: 123756

Gift Set with PIX Black Rollerball and Meisterstück Black Soft Grain Pocket Holder 6cc

The Montblanc Pix Collection Rollerball in deep black precious resin with elegant platinum-coated fittings and Montblanc emblem on cap top. Exclusively packed as a set with a Pocket Holder 6cc made of black European cowhide.

Personalisation: Engraving/Embossing
Item No.: 117088

Gift Set with Meisterstück Platinum Classique Rollerball and Business Card Holder with Gusset

The Meisterstück Classique in deep black precious resin with elegant platinum-coated details, surmounted by the white Montblanc emblem, evolves into a distinctive design icon. Exclusively packed as a set with a business card holder with gusset, it’s made of black European full-grain cowhide with the Montblanc deep shine, jacquard lining with the Montblanc brand name, and a Montblanc emblem with a palladium-coated ring, with a spacious gusset for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, 2 additional pockets and a back pocket.

Personalisation: Engraving/Embossing
Item No.: 117088

Gift Set with Meisterstück Classique Platinum Ballpoint and Notebook #146 Technicolor Blue

The Meisterstück Classique in deep black precious resin with elegant platinum-coated details, surmounted by the white Montblanc emblem, evolves into a distinctive design icon. Exclusively packed as a set with Fine Stationery Notebook #146 in bright Technicolor Blue. All Fine Stationery products are manufactured in Italy, crafted with fine Saffiano leather and high-quality 85g/m² paper stock. It contains 96 pages, consequently with the Montblanc emblem.

Dimensions: 150 × 210 mm.
Personalisation: Engraving/Embossing
Item No.: 124172

Gift Set with Meisterstück Classique Platinum Rollerball and Business Card Holder with Gusset

The Meisterstück Classique in deep black precious resin with elegant platinum-coated details, surmounted by the white Montblanc emblem, evolves into a distinctive design icon. Exclusively packed as a set with a business card holder with gusset, it’s made of black European full-grain cowhide with the Montblanc deep shine, jacquard lining with the Montblanc brand name, and a Montblanc emblem with a palladium-coated ring, with a spacious gusset for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, 2 additional pockets and a back pocket.

Personalisation: Engraving/Embossing
Item No.: 118907

Gift Set with PIX Black Rollerball and Meisterstück Passport Holder

The Montblanc Pix Collection Rollerball in deep black precious resin with elegant platinum-coated fittings and Montblanc emblem on cap top. Exclusively packed as a set with a Meisterstück Passport Holder made of black European cowhide.

Personalisation: Engraving/Embossing
Item No.: 123756
Tokens of Appreciation
Sometimes, the greatest gifts are the unexpected ones. Montblanc Accessories are ideal for such surprises. It doesn’t have to be a big event or milestone to show your business partners, colleagues or clients that they’re valued. Be it a corporate event, a small thank you or simply no reason at all, Montblanc offers treasured items that act as small, heartfelt signs of appreciation.
Stationery

Fine Stationery Notebook #148
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Lined
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 90 × 140 mm
Personalisation: Silk-printing and embossing
Ident No.: 118036

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 118037 Indigo
Ident No.: 118038 Tobacco
Ident No.: 118039 Red

Fine Stationery Notebook #146
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Lined
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 150 × 210 mm
Personalisation: Silk-printing and embossing
Ident No.: 113294

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 113593 Indigo
Ident No.: 116520 Pink
Ident No.: 113590 Tobacco
Ident No.: 116515 Purple
Ident No.: 116518 Green
Ident No.: 124019 Modena Red
Ident No.: 116519 Yellow
Ident No.: 124020 Cool Grey
Ident No.: 116521 Red
Ident No.: 124021 Manganese Orange

Fine Stationery Sketch Book #149
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Lined
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 210 × 260 mm
Personalisation: Silk-printing and embossing
Ident No.: 119490

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 119491 Ultramarine
Ident No.: 119492 Chinese Blue
Ident No.: 119493 Maya Blue
Ident No.: 119494 Lapis Lazuli
Ident No.: 119495 Turquoise

Fine Stationery Notebook #146
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Lined
Colour: Egyptian Blue
Dimensions: 150 × 210 mm
Personalisation: Silk-printing and embossing
Ident No.: 119460

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 119461 Red
Ident No.: 119482 Orange
Ident No.: 119483 Yellow
Card Holders and Key Fobs

Meisterstück Pocket 6cc
Material: European full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket
Leather Colour: Navy
Dimensions: 10 × 8 cm
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 114557
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 114554 Navy

Meisterstück Pocket 6cc with Zip
Material: Italian full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 5 pockets for credit cards, 1 zip pocket
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10 × 7.5 cm
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 118313

Meisterstück Business Card Holder
Material: European full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: Compartment for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 × 11 cm
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 14108
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 114554 Navy

Montblanc Sartorial Pocket 5cc
Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Interior Organisation: 5 pockets for credit cards
Leather Colour: Red
Dimensions: 10 × 7 cm
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 115849
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 114603 Black
- Ident No.: 116337 Dark Grey
- Ident No.: 124188 Indigo

Montblanc Sartorial Pocket 2cc with View Carry Me
Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Interior Organisation: 2 pockets for credit cards, view pocket
Additional Characteristics: Detachable nylon strap
Leather Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10 × 7 cm
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 116350

Montblanc Sartorial Business Card Holder
Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Interior Organisation: Compartment for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket, back pocket
Leather Colour: Indigo
Dimensions: 7 × 10.5 cm
Personalisation: Embossing
Ident No.: 113225
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 113223 Black
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Men's Accessories

Bracelets

Bracelet in woven black leather with steel carabiner closure and black lacquer inlay

Material:
Stainless steel

Other Material:
Woven black leather, cattle hide, resin

Measurements:
Small diameter: ~ 60 × 48 mm; Medium diameter: ~ 63 × 52 mm; Large diameter: ~ 68 × 53 mm

Ident No.:
118556

Additional Colours:
Ident No.:
118555 Black-red
Ident No.:
118554 Blue-blue

Pocket 6cc

Meisterstück Urban

Material:
Full-grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, dyed through

Interior Organisation:
4 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket

Additional Characteristics:
This product features the Montblanc shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data

Leather Colour:
Black

Dimensions:
10 × 8.5 × 0.5 cm

Personalisation:
Embossing

Ident No.:
124176

Meisterstück Urban

Business Card Holder

Material:
Full-grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, dyed through

Pockets:
Front open pocket

Interior Organisation:
4 pockets for credit cards

Additional Characteristics:
This product features the Montblanc shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data

Leather Colour:
Black

Dimensions:
7 × 10 × 1.5 cm

Personalisation:
Embossing

Ident No.:
124099

Meisterstück Key Fob Drop

Material:
European full-grain cowhide with Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through

Interior Organisation:
Ring for several keys

Leather Colour:
Black

Dimensions:
4 × 8 cm

Personalisation:
Embossing

Ident No.:
14085

Montblanc Sartorial

Key Fob Loop

Material:
Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print

Interior Organisation:
2 rings for several keys

Leather Colour:
Red

Dimensions:
3 × 11.5 cm

Personalisation:
Engraving

Ident No.:
114628

Additional Colours:
Ident No.:
114629 Navy
Ident No.:
114627 Black

Montblanc Extreme 2.0

Key Fob Rectangular

Material:
Combination of Italian split calfskin and full-grain calf skin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with carbon fibre print

Interior Organisation:
2 rings for several keys

Leather Colour:
Black

Dimensions:
3 × 11.5 × 0.5 cm

Ident No.:
123962
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Personalisation Options
When it comes to adding an extra-special, personal touch, engraving adds an unparalleled level of detail to any gift. Montblanc Writing Instruments can be personalised in three different variations. Company logos, names or initials can be either engraved on the cap with silver-, gold- or rose-gold coloured covering, or alternatively be laser engraved on the clip. Additionally, the recipient’s initials can be set in diamonds on the clip. Montblanc timepieces can be engraved on the back of the case with personal initials, a full name or even a company logo. Further accessories such as cufflinks can also be personalised, making each gift as unique and unforgettable as the recipients themselves.
A personalised gift is proof of the thought and meaning that’s gone into it. Montblanc’s small leather products can be personalised in two variations, either embossing or lasering. Initials, full names or company logos can be embossed in gold colour, silver colour or blind embossed. Other colours are available on demand. Also, logos can be lasered on smooth leather surfaces. These options allow for even more thought and meaning to be delivered with these already impressive gifts.
It’s quite difficult to enhance the elegance of a Montblanc notebook, unless one meaningful component is added: a personal message, motif or logo. Personalisation options include blind embossing, silk-printing on a leather cover or on demand; hand-painted names or initials. The addition of a such a timeless embellishment makes the notebook an emotional and important souvenir for the recipient.